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Brainstorming Exercise: Rotating Roles 
 

Purpose 

In this brainstorming exercise participants take different roles to contribute to the 
problem solving activity. This allows them to contribute without fear of being 
laughed at or criticized. The roles are defined by a facilitator prior to the 
brainstorming session to bias it towards a particular direction. 

Objective 

Adopt several roles when considering a problem and contribute as if looking at 
the problem from a specific perspective. 

What You Need 

 Flipcharts. You need one flipchart for each role considered.  
 A wall or tables to place the flipcharts on.  

Setup 

 Ask the groups to consider a problem for the purpose of this brainstorming 
activity.  

 Before starting the exercise, you need a set of roles. You have two 
options;  

 Provide the roles. As the facilitator of the session you can provide 
a number of roles for this exercise.  

 Decide on the roles. Ask the whole group to think of a number of 
roles to consider for this brainstorming exercise.  

 Aim for as many roles as you have delegates so you can run the exercise 
as efficiently as possible. The roles can be anything, even those that are 
not directly related to the problem. Examples are:  

 A major competitor  
 A famous Leader in the industry  
 A difficult but important customer  
 A critical supplier  
 A historic character  

 Write one role on each flipchart and place the flipchart on the wall or 
tables.  

 Spread the delegates so each person goes to one of the flipcharts.  
 Ask the delegates to consider the role in their assigned flipchart, adopt 

that particular character and then think of ideas and solutions to the 
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problem only from that perspective. They should record their ideas on the 
flipchart.  

 Allow about 3 minutes for each role and then say “change” so that each 
person moves on to the next role.  

 Continue rotating the roles until everyone has contributed to all roles.  
 Ask everyone to go back to the flipchart and study them to see what ideas 

have been presented.  
 Allow for a free discussion on the ideas presented for about 10 minutes.  
 Follow with a discussion on the effectiveness of the brainstorming session.  

Timing 

Explaining the Exercise: 5 minutes 

Activity: 10 min deciding roles (optional) + (3 min idea generation * N roles) + 10 
min free discussions = 44 minutes for 8 delegates 

Group Feedback: 10 minutes 

Discussion 

What did you think of the quality of the generated ideas? How useful and 
effective was the Rotating Roles brainstorming technique? Where people able to 
freely contribute and did it show in the proposed ideas?  

 
 
 

 


